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SYNOPSIS: A recent cavity expansion/critical state model for determining the in-situ OCRs from piezocone penetration tests (PCPT) is evaljated by preliminary 

calibration with data from several clay sites worldwide. The methodology relates OCR to the effective stress friction angle ($’) of the soil and normalized 

piezocone parameter, (%-□)/<;„’. Distinction is made between Type 1 piezocones which measure the penetration pore water pressures at the cone tip/face and 

Type 2 piezocones with elements located behind the tip. The lean to plastic clays range from soft intact NC to hard fissured OC deposits where both or' and 

4>’ are known. A further development combines the results from both types of piezocones so that <t>’ is not needed and OCRs are predicted solely from PCPT 

data.
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INTRODUCTION

A conventional piezocone test provides three separate and continuous 

measurements: cone tip resistance (q j, sleeve friction (fj, and pore water 

pressure ( u j .  The standard penetrometer has a 60° apex angle, 10 cm2 of 

projected cone area, and 150 cm3 sleeve. The cone is advanced at a 

constant rate of 20 mm/sec. The pore water pressure element is often 

located at one of three locations: (1) cone tip/face (u, or u,), (2) immediately 

behind the cone tip (uM or U j), and (3) behind the friction sleeve (u* or u j ,  

as shown in Fig. 1. Extensive testing by PCPTs has shown that u, >  u, >  

U] (Skomedal and Bayne 1988). The Type 2 cone can be considered the 

standard, since the u* reading is required for correcting 4. to % 

(Jamiolkowski et al. 1985; Lunne et al. 1986; and Powell et al. 1988).

Recently, a cavity expansion/critical state model has been proposed to 

evaluate the in-situ overconsolidation ratio (OCR =  or’l o„ ’) of clays from 

PCPT data (Mayne 1991). Knowing <t>’ of the clay, the model uses q,. and 

either u, or u„ from single-element piezocones. If data from both types of 

piezocones are available, a methodology is sought whereby <t>' is not 

required and the in-situ OCR obtained solely ftom PCPT readings.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Mayne (1991, 1992a) describes the PCPT-OCR theory derivation in detail. 

For clay under an initial isotropic state of stress, spherical cavity expansion 

theory states that:

________ ( q r - p J ___________

° * =  [(4/3)(l +  lnlr) + x/2 + 1] (1)

where c„ =  undrained shear strength, p0 = total overburden stress, and I, 

=  Glc, =  rigidity index, and G = shear modulus of the clay. The 

magnitude of excess pore water pressures induced by changes in the 

octahedral normal stress is:

Fig. 1. Generalized types of piezocones.

Au„ = (4 /3 )cJn (Ir) (2)

To relate c. to OCR, Modified Cam-Clay concepts are invoked (Wroth 

1984):

c. =  (M/2)(OCR/2)A p.’ (3)

where M = 6sin4>’/(3-sin<#i’), 4>’ =  effective stress friction angle, A = 

plastic volumetric strain ratio (A = 0.75), and p„’ = initial effective 

overburden stress. The component of shear-induced excess pore water 

pressure is given by:
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¿ u * .  =  p.’ll -(0C R /2)A] (4)

The model is established by rearranging the aforementioned equations, in 

which measured excess pore water pressures are caused by changes in both 

octahedral normal and shear stresses, i.e., a u  =  a u „  + a u . Therefore, 

for Type 2 piezocones, the dosed-form expression is:

0CR = 2 (5)

As an example, Eq. 5 is applied to data from Type 2 piezocones advanced 

into an aged sensitive NC Leda-type clay (PI *  33, S, *  14) at St. Hilaire, 

Québec (LaFleur et al. 1988). A satisfactory comparison between predicted 

OCRs and reference values from oedometers is shown in Fig. 2. Values of 

4>’ have been determined at maximum obliquity (i.e. (a,’/a ,’) ,„ ) from 

consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests (CIUC and CKJJC).

For Type 1 piezocones, the initial model neglected a term for j u * ,,  which 

gave good estimates of OCR for stiff to hard clays, but unrealistically low 

OCRs in very soft clays. As a consequence, Mayne (1992b) proposed the 

empirically modified expression:
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Fig. 3. Example of Type 1 PCPT-OCR prediction. 

APPLICATIONS

OCR
qT- u.

+  1

1.95M

1

)] (6)

Eq. 6 is better suited to NC clays, and applies as well to OC deposits. As 

an example, Eq. 6 is applied to Type 1 piezocone test data in Boston Blue 

Clay (PI *  21, S, *  7) at Saugus (Baligh et al. 1980). Fig. 3 shows good 

agreement between measured and predicted OCRs.

Powell et al. (1988) and LaRochelle et al. (1988) have shown minor yet 

distinct differences for pore water pressures measured at the apex and other 

locations along the cone face (Type 1 cones). Nevertheless, the approach 

taken herein simply defines u, or u, to represent pore water pressures 

measured at all positions along the cone tip/face, as assumed by Sully et al. 

(1988), Mayne e* al (1990), and Larsson and Mulabdic (1991).
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Fig. 2. Example of Type 2 PCPT-OCR prediction.

The model has been applied to several well-documented sites where 

piezocones have been advanced into a variety of different clays. In this 

study, data from eight sites where both types of piezocones were used are 

reviewed to predict OCRs. At each site, the yield stress (<?,’) from 

oedometer testing has been used to calculate the reference OCR. Values of 

<t>’ have been obtained from laboratory triaxial tests (CIUC or CK„UC) 

typically at large strain.

Fig. 4 shows comparisons between the OCRs from oedometers and 

predicted profiles from both types of piezocones, using Eqs. 5 and 6. 

Sources of the data are noted in each figure. Results for the soft organic 

NC to lightly OC clay at the Bothkennar test site (PI *  41, S, *  5) in 

Grangemouth, Scotland are presented in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) shows triple

element PCPT data applied to the insensitive NC clay (PI =  42, S, =  3) at 

the offshore Troll East site in the North Sea. Results for the hard cemented 

and microfissured clay in Taranto, Italy (PI =  27) are given in Fig. 4(c). 

In Madingley, UK, the predicted OCR profiles of the heavily OC Gault clay 

(PI »  44) are presented in Fig. 4(d), indicating the very high range of 

values: 18 £  OCR £  100+.

DISCUSSION

A practical difficulty with the aforementioned is its reliance on <f>’ since the 

value for a given clay will often not be known a priori. In both Eqs. S and 

6, the predicted OCR is inversely proportional to 0 ’. Consequently, an 

assumed value of =  30° may be used for preliminary assessments, with 

a theoretical variation being only ±  50% in the calculated range of OCR, 

since for most clays: 20° S  </>’ £  40° (Diaz-Rodriguez et al. 1992).

As dual-element and triple-element piezocones become more popular, the 

development of a model incorporating several simultaneous measurements 

(qT, u,, uM, u j  for profiling the stress history of clay deposits appears 

attractive, especially if 0 ’ is not needed. In this regard, an attempt to 

combine the preliminary Eqs. 5 and 6, thus removing </>’ (or M), results in:

OCR

U . - U *

(7)
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Fig. 4. OCR profiles from both piezocone types at four sites.

Eq. 7 has been applied to four additional field cases involving clay deposits 

where both u, and uu measurements have been made available, either from 

parallel Type 1 and 2 piezocones or special multiple-element cones. Fig. 

5(a) shows the results of Eq. 7 using data from dual soundings in the soft 

homogenous clay (PI =  37, S, »  8, <)>’ =  34°) at Onsôy, Norway. The 

PCPT profiles are seen to slightly overpredict OCRs in the shallow crustal 

layer. The interpreted OCRs from a quad-element PCPT sounding in the 

soft and plastic Guanabara clay (PI =  60, S, =  4, <y = 25°) in Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil are presented in Fig. 5(b). An additional application for the 

stiff and slightly sensitive OC clay at Haga, Norway (PI »  15, S, *  4 to 

7, =  30.2°) is shown in Fig. 5(c). Finally, Fig. 5(d) illustrates the 

results for the heavily OC fissured London clay at Brent Cross, UK (PI «  

50, 0 ’ = 20°). The applicability of Eq. 7 to some very sensitive and 

cemented clays in northern Québec (Roy et al. 1982; LaRochelle et al. 

1988), appears limited, however, since both u, and u* are relatively close 

in magnitude and the methodology requires more rigorous formulations.

In the attempt to remove 4>' from the model, the term q,. also vanished and 

the predicted OCR became a function solely of the parameter (u,-uj/a<0’. 

It is interesting to note that this parameter has been independently suggested 

by Sully and Campanella (1990) and Larsson and Mulabdic (1991), but only 

from an empirical basis. It appears prudent to retain qr in the theoretical 

derivation, however, because a more stable profile of OCR is obtained, as 

indicated by Fig. 4.

Improvements in the initial model are likely by addressing several important 

factors. First, the definition of u, should distinguish between measurements 

at the apex and other positions along the cone face. Second, the component 

of shear-induced pore water pressures must be considered for Type 1 cones.

Third, a higher-order constitutive model is desirable to account for initial 

stress state (KJ, stress rotation, strength anisotropy, and strain rate effects. 

Other complex yet very important features, such as fabric, age, origin, 

cementation, sensitivity, and mineralogy will most likely be difficult to 

incorporate.

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary calibration of a simple piezocone model is presented in 

evaluating the in-situ stress history of soft to stiff to hard clays. The cavity 

expansion/critical state model relates the OCR to the effective friction angle 

of the clay (<£') and normalized cone parameters, (qT-uO/<T„' or (qr-uj/ff^’, 

for Type 1 and Type 2 piezocones, respectively. Combining the 

formulations for both piezocone types, the reliance on vanishes and dual 

piezocone data can be utilized directly in a simple expression that relates 

OCR to the parameter (u,-u More rigorous and improved versions

are in development.
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Fig. 5. PCPT-OCR profiles at four sites using dual piezocones.
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